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Establishing the nature of the ground state of the Heisenberg antiferromagnet (HAFM) on the kagome lattice is well-known to be a prohibitively difficult problem for classical computers. Here, we give a detailed proposal for a variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) intending to solve this physical problem on a quantum computer. At the same time, this VQE constitutes an explicit experimental proposal for showing a useful quantum advantage on noisy intermediate-scale quantum devices because of its natural hardware compatibility. We classically emulate noiseless and noisy quantum computers with either 2D-grid or all-to-all connectivity and simulate patches of the kagome HAFM of up to 20 sites. In the noiseless case, the ground-state energy, as found by the VQE, approaches the true ground-state energy exponentially as a function of the circuit depth. Furthermore, VQEs for the HAFM on any graph can inherently perform their quantum computations in a decoherence-free subspace that protects against collective longitudinal and collective transversal noise, adding to the noise resilience of these algorithms. Nevertheless, the extent of the effects of other noise types suggests the need for error mitigation and performance targets alternative to high-fidelity ground-state preparation, even for essentially hardware-native VQEs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite decades of developments in numerical methods, the ground-state properties of the Heisenberg antiferromagnet (HAFM) on the kagome lattice (Fig. 1) remain elusive, owing to its geometrical frustration. The kagome HAFM is the prime candidate for exhibiting a unique phase of magnetism, the quantum spin liquid (QSL) [1–3], and forms a model for the magnetic properties of minerals like Herbertsmithite [4]. Approaches toward solving this ground state problem include exact diagonalization of finite-size patches [5] and the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) method [2]. Next to the QSL, a valence bond crystal (VBC) has been proposed as the ground state of the kagome HAFM [6–10]. (See Ref. [5] and references therein for a more complete overview of the techniques and proposals.) All classical methods for finding the ground state of the kagome HAFM are ultimately limited, for example, by the inability to treat large patches (exact diagonalization) or the inability to describe highly entangled states (DMRG).

Quantum computation is a new player in this field that brings with it entirely novel possibilities. One method for finding ground states on a quantum computer is the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) [11,12]. VQEs are especially suited for noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) [13] devices because of their relatively mild circuit depth requirements and inherent noise resilience [11,12,14,15]. A VQE is a variational method. What sets the VQE apart from classical variational methods is that the parametrized state is obtained by applying a parametrized quantum circuit to some easy-to-prepare reference state of the quantum computer’s register.
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milestone of a *useful* quantum advantage, where a quantum computer performs a useful task that cannot be performed on any classical computer, is still ahead [16,17].

In this paper, we design a VQE for the kagome HAFM as an explicit proposal for showing a useful quantum advantage on NISQ devices and for a method for finding the ground-state properties of the kagome HAFM. For NISQ VQE algorithms to give an advantage over purely classical methods, it has recently become increasingly clear that the structure of the problem must be close to the quantum hardware the VQE is run on [18]. For this reason, the central point of our paper is careful consideration of hardware compatibility and model choice. We explicitly consider the case where the quantum computer has the limited connectivity of a 2D grid. We refer to the resulting VQE as KVQE for short. We refer to the VQE as KVQE_K whenever we assume a quantum computer with at least kagome connectivity (this includes architectures with all-to-all connectivity). We tested KVQE_{G/K} by noiseless and noisy emulation on a classical computer in a host of cases, which are detailed in Sec. II.E. For both KVQE_G and KVQE_K, the results of one case are reported in this paper. The remainder can be found in the Supplemental Material [19]. KVQE_{G/K} only gives information about the ground-state properties of finite-size patches. As is standard practice in numerical methods, properties of the infinite system can be derived from a finite-size scaling approach, as in Ref. [20]. Such an approach is beyond the scope of the current paper, since there are not enough patches for which it is tractable to emulate KVQE classically, but would be fully possible on a quantum computer with the order of 50 qubits.

KVQE_{G/K} uses the Hamiltonian variational ansatz (HVA) [21]. In the HVA, to find the ground state of a Hamiltonian \( H \), the ansatz state is obtained by first preparing some known, easy-to-prepare ground state of a Hamiltonian \( H_{\text{init}} \). Thereafter, this state is evolved sequentially by terms from \( H \) and \( H_{\text{init}} \). (Commuting terms may be evolved by simultaneously.) In the resulting circuit, every gate corresponds to time evolution along a term in \( H \) or \( H_{\text{init}} \), where the parameter of that gate is set by the time duration of the evolution. The HVA itself does not specify \( H_{\text{init}} \) nor the sequence of terms the initial state is evolved by. Our choice of \( H_{\text{init}} \) and gate sequences for the cases presented in this paper are detailed in Figs. 1 and 2.

In addition, we propose to run a similar VQE for the HAFM on the periodic chain as an intermediate goal. We call this VQE CVQE for short. In contrast to KVQE_{G/K}, a system-size resource scaling, as presented in this paper, is possible for CVQE due to the many classically emulatable patches. Furthermore, CVQE is a suitable benchmark problem for quantum hardware because, in contrast to the kagome HAFM, the ground state of the HAFM on the chain can be computed efficiently classically through the Bethe ansatz [22–24]. This opens the possibility of comparing the optimal energy finding by the VQE running on a quantum computer against the exact ground-state energy, even for chains with hundreds of sites. It is only for systems of up to approximately 50 qubits that similar benchmarks can be made for the kagome HAFM [5]. The explicit gate sequence we use for CVQE is depicted in Fig. 3. CVQE is similar to a VQE in Ref. [25]. Differences with the results in Ref. [25] are that we simulate a periodic chain instead of an open chain and that we use one parameter per gate (OPG) instead of one parameter per layer. We go beyond the results in Ref. [25] by the study of larger circuit depths and system sizes, a finite-size resource scaling, and a study of noise effects.

A. Hardware compatibility

KVQE_G is exceptionally compatible with NISQ hardware for three reasons. First, because the Hamiltonian of the kagome HAFM is a spin Hamiltonian, it is directly a Hamiltonian defined on qubits, eliminating any overhead...
from fermion-to-spin maps. In contrast, many Hamiltonians for which VQEs are proposed are fermionic. Examples include those in quantum chemistry [12,14,26] and the Fermi-Hubbard model [15,21,27,28]. For a VQE to solve for the ground state of a fermionic Hamiltonian, it first needs to be mapped to a spin Hamiltonian, for example, by the Jordan-Wigner [29], Bravyi-Kitaev [30], or ternary-tree [31] transformations. Fermion-to-spin maps either increase the nonlocality of terms in the Hamiltonian or introduce additional qubits, in any case leading to an overhead in quantum resources.

A second reason that KVQE is close to NISQ hardware is that its gates are essentially native to multiple NISQ architectures. The HVA requires time evolution generated by terms in the Hamiltonian. For the HAFM, this amounts to turning an exchange interaction between qubits, which is native to quantum dot architectures [32–35]. In Sec. IV, we show this interaction can also be realized on the superconducting hardware by Google AI Quantum [36] using a single native two-qubit gate and at most four single-qubit gates. (If a two-qubit gate is equal to a single native gate up to single-qubit rotations, we call the former gate essentially native.)

Next to the HVA, a well-known type of ansatz is the hardware-efficient ansatz (HEA) [12,37]. The HEA is hardware-inspired; the circuit generating the ansatz state consists, by definition, of gates native to the hardware, avoiding the need to compile the ansatz into native gates. However, the HEA suffers from the barren plateau problem: the gradient of the energy cost function is exponentially small in the number of parameters [38]. The HVA, on the other hand, is problem inspired, and there is some evidence that it does not suffer from the barren plateau problem [39]. However, for execution on a quantum computer, gates in the HVA generally need to be compiled to gates native to that quantum computer. This increases the circuit depth, which is undesirable for NISQ devices. For KVQE, such compilation is not required on quantum dot architectures, and only minimal compilation that does not increase the number of two-qubit gates is needed on Google’s hardware. So, to summarize, KVQE on quantum dot and Google’s superconducting hardware has the unique property that the HVA is essentially equal to the HEA.

Finally, KVQE is close to NISQ hardware because it runs on hardware with the connectivity of a 2D grid with minimal overhead. This is the connectivity that is also required for the surface code [40], and therefore much effort is put into designing platforms with grid connectivity [16,35,41–43].

Given a quantum computer with kagome connectivity, the hardware compatibility of KVQE goes even further because it would require no geometric mapping at all. Quantum architectures with kagome connectivity also form a proposal for fault-tolerant quantum computation [44], and superconducting quantum processors with said connectivity are under theoretical [45–47] and experimental [48,49] investigation. Unlike superconducting platforms, ion-trap quantum computers feature all-to-all connectivity [50–53], which naturally accommodates kagome connectivity. CVQE requires line connectivity, which is a limited connectivity available on most quantum computing platforms.

All circuits in our work can directly be used for the dynamic quantum simulation of the HAFM on the kagome lattice, offering an additional route toward a quantum advantage [54]. The dynamical simulation of the kagome HAFM has arguably less scientific relevance, and we therefore focus on ground-state simulation in the current paper.

B. Summary of numerical results

The task for KVQE reported here is the simulation of a 20-site open patch of the kagome HAFM. For this case, we assume a 24-qubit quantum computer with grid connectivity, the ability to natively implement the exchange interaction, SWAP, √Z, and X gates, and where every exchange interaction gate in the ansatz circuit has its own parameter. We emulate this quantum computer classically, as detailed in Sec. II E. The optimal state obtained by KVQE is compared to the exact ground state through the fidelity of

\[ \langle \phi | \psi_{\text{init}} \rangle \]

where every exchange interaction gate in the ansatz circuit has its own parameter. We emulate this quantum computer classically, as detailed in Sec. II E. The optimal state obtained by KVQE is compared to the exact ground state through the fidelity of
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fact that
\[ E(\theta) = \langle \theta | H | \theta \rangle \geq E_0 \]
for all \( \theta \in \mathcal{H} \) is called the variational principle. For reasons of scalability, in variational methods, one generally employs a set of states described by \( m = \text{polylog} \, N \) parameters. Variational methods, like the VQE, seek to minimize \( E(\theta) \) to hence establish an upper bound for the ground-state energy.

As input, a VQE receives a description of a Hamiltonian on \( n \) spin-1/2 particles,
\[ H = \sum_{i=1}^{j} h_i \, H_i, \quad (1) \]
with \( h_i \) real coefficients and \( H_i \) Hermitian operators. For \( k \)-local Hamiltonians, \( l = \text{poly} \, n \).

A VQE proceeds by first choosing an initial set of parameters \( \theta \). These initial parameters may be chosen at random or may be inspired by a classical approximate solution to the ground state, for example, by the Hartree-Fock ground state [78]. Then, a criterion is chosen, for example, that a maximum number of iterations has not been reached or that \( E(\theta) \) has not reached a value below a given threshold. The VQE then proceeds as follows.

(1) While the criterion is true, repeat:
(a) Prepare the ansatz \( |\psi_{\text{init}}\rangle \).
Prepare the initial state \( |\psi_{\text{init}}\rangle \). Apply a parametrized circuit \( C(\theta) \) to obtain the state \( |\theta\rangle = C(\theta) |\psi_{\text{init}}\rangle \).
The circuit \( C(\theta) \) usually consists of gates on fixed positions, where every or some of the gates are parametrized.
(b) Measure and store \( E(\theta) \).
By linearity, \( E(\theta) = \sum_{i} h_i \langle \theta | H_i | \theta \rangle \). Each expectation value \( \langle \theta | H_i | \theta \rangle \) can be estimated by measuring the operator \( H_i \) repeatedly (each measurement requires a new preparation of \( |\theta\rangle \) and taking the statistical average. See Ref. [11] for the expected number of measurements using this method, or Ref. [79], and references therein, for more efficient methods.
(c) Update \( \theta \).
Based on \( E(\theta) \) and previous outcomes of \( E(\theta) \), update \( \theta \) according to some classical optimization algorithm.
(2) Return \( \theta^* \), which we define as the \( \theta \) that achieved the lowest energy.

Physically relevant information, such as correlation functions, can now be extracted from \( |\theta^*\rangle \) by repeatedly preparing and performing measurements on \( |\theta^*\rangle \). Different VQEs differ in the way circuits are parametrized, how (an estimate for) \( E(\theta) \) is obtained, and what specific optimization routine is used. These will be detailed in the subsequent sections.

B. Ansatz

1. Cyclic HVA

In the HVA [21], the initial state \( |\psi_{\text{init}}\rangle \) is the ground state of a Hamiltonian \( H_{\text{init}} \). The Hamiltonian \( H_{\text{init}} \) is chosen in such a way that its ground state is known and easy to prepare. The ansatz state \( |\theta\rangle \) is obtained by sequentially evolving along terms in \( H \), according to some fixed sequence \( i \),
\[ |\theta\rangle = C(\theta) |\psi_{\text{init}}\rangle, \]
with
\[ C(\theta) = \exp(-i\theta_1 H_{i_1}) \cdots \exp(-i\theta_p H_{i_p}) \exp(-i\theta_1 H_{i_1}). \]
The \( M \) parameters are formed by the time duration of the \( M \) evolutions. Often, as for example in, but not limited to, Refs. [21,25,27,39], \( C \) consists of \( p \) cycles of a smaller circuit \( c \), each time defined by the same sequence \( i \) of terms in the Hamiltonian. Every cycle gets its own set of \( m \) parameters. It is convenient to write \( \theta \) as \( \theta = (\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_p) \), with \( \theta_j = (\theta_{j_1}, \ldots, \theta_{j_p}) \). Then, a single cycle reads
\[ c(\theta_j) = \exp(-i\theta_1 H_{i_1}) \cdots \exp(-i\theta_p H_{i_p}) \exp(-i\theta_1 H_{i_1}), \]
and so
\[ |\theta\rangle = c(\theta_p) \cdots c(\theta_1) |\psi_{\text{init}}\rangle. \]

We call this type of HVA the cyclic HVA. The cyclic HVA shows a close relation between static quantum simulation and dynamic quantum simulation; choosing \( i = (1, \ldots, l) \) (or a permutation thereof) and \( \theta_j = (t_1/p, \ldots, t/p) \) for all \( j \), the cyclic HVA implements quantum time evolution for a target time \( t \) with \( p \) Trotter steps. In this way, the cyclic HVA can also mimic (but is more general than) adiabatic time evolution. In the case that no gap closes while adiabatically evolving from \( H_{\text{init}} \) to \( H \), the HVA thus ensures that the ground state of \( H \) can be prepared with the ansatz (but without guaranties on the required circuit depth). This formed the initial motivation for the HVA in VQEs [21].

2. The HVA in this paper

We use the cyclic HVA, where the Hamiltonian (in units where \( h = 1 \)) is given by the HAFM Hamiltonian [cf. Eq. (1)]
\[ H = \sum_{(i,j)} S_{ij}^{(i)} \cdot S_{ij}^{(j)}, \quad (3) \]
where \( S_{ij}^{(i)} = (X_i, Y_i, Z_i)^T / 2 \), with \( X_i, Y_i, Z_i \) the Pauli matrices acting on spin \( i \) only, and where the sum runs over the edges \( (i, j) \) of some graph \( G \). In this paper, \( G \) is either an open or a periodic patch of the kagome lattice or a periodic chain, and we take \( H_{\text{init}} = \sum_{(i,j)} S_{ij}^{(i)} \cdot S_{ij}^{(j)} \), with \((i,j)^*\) edges in a perfect matching of \( G \). Since the ground state of a single term in \( H \) is the singlet state \( |s\rangle = ((01) - (10))/\sqrt{2} \), this means \( |\psi_{\text{init}}\rangle \) is a so-called dimer covering on the relevant physical system, where every dimer is a singlet state.

We define the gate HEIS (Heisenberg interaction) as time evolution along a single term in the HAFM Hamiltonian. In the computational basis of two qubits, it reads
\[ \text{HEIS}(\alpha) \equiv e^{-i\alpha/4} e^{-i\alpha S_{12}^{(1)} S_{12}^{(2)}} = \begin{pmatrix} e^{-i\alpha/2} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \cos(\alpha/2) & -i \sin(\alpha/2) & 0 \\ 0 & -i \sin(\alpha/2) & \cos(\alpha/2) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & e^{-i\alpha/2} \end{pmatrix}. \]

In a parametrized circuit [Eq. (2)], every instance of the HEIS gate gets its own parameter \( \alpha = \theta_{j}. \)
3. Symmetry

The initial states, Hamiltonian, and the ansatz circuits used in this paper possess an SU(2) rotational symmetry. In this section, we discuss how this leads to the following properties of our VQEs: (i) the variational manifold lays within the correct spin sector, (ii) they offer the opportunity of studying the physically relevant spin gap [2,5,20,80–82] of the kagome HAFM, and (iii) they intrinsically perform their computations in a DFS. More details are given in Appendix A.

First, (i) for the two-spin singlet state, the total spin quantum number $S$ and the total magnetization quantum number $S_z$ vanish, and therefore $S=S_z=0$ for our initial states $|\psi_{ini}\rangle$.

By the SU(2) symmetry of our ansatz circuits, also $S=S_z=0$ for the ansatz state $|\theta\rangle$ (Appendix A). The ground state of the HAFM on the kagome lattice is believed to have those same quantum numbers (Appendix A). Thus, the additional benefit of using the HVA over the HEA is that using the HVA, the variational manifold $\{|\theta\rangle\}$ automatically entirely lays within the correct spin sector.

The spin gap (ii) is defined as the energy difference between the lowest energy eigenstate in the $S=0$ sector and the lowest energy eigenstate in the $S=1$ sector [2,5,20,80–82]. Similar to the ideas in Ref. [83], KVQE$_{G/K}$ and CVQE can be extended to study the spin gap by running them with an $S=1$ initial state, obtaining an optimal energy $E(\theta^*_{S=1})$, in addition to running them with a $S=0$ dimer covering as the initial state, obtaining $E(\theta^*_{S=0})$. An estimate for the spin gap is then given by $E(\theta^*_{S=1}) - E(\theta^*_{S=0})$. $S=1$ initial states can be obtained by changing one of the singlets in our initial state $|\psi_{ini}\rangle$ into one of the three two-spin triplet states. Thus, we obtain a $(S=1, S_z=1), (S=1, S_z=0), \text{or } (S=1, S_z=-1)$ dimer covering as the initial state, depending on which triplet state was chosen. In Appendix A, we show that the energy $E(\theta)$ is invariant under the choice of triplet state. Noise may brake the symmetry of the ansatz circuit. KVQE$_{G/K}$ and CVQE may abuse this noise to put amplitude on $S=1$ states, thus obtaining unjustly low variational energies. This problem can be handled by symmetry verification [73] or by adding a term to the Hamiltonian that penalizes $S \neq 1$ states [11,84,85] (Appendix A).

For the performance of KVQE$_{G/K}$ and CVQE using $S=1$ initial states, we expect to obtain results similar to those when using $S=0$ initial states, as already presented in this paper. Correspondingly, the horizontal lines in Figs. 4–6 represent the first excited state above the ground state, where we put no restriction on the total spin sector of either the ground state or the first excited state. That is, the horizontal line need not represent the ground state in the $S=1$ sector.

Finally, (iii), similar considerations lead to the conclusion that the VQEs in this paper naturally perform their computations in a DFS. If HEIS gates are native or can be compiled in terms of gates that preserve the total spin quantum number $S$ at all times during gate execution, the state $|\psi\rangle$ occurring at any (nondiscretized) time during the ansatz circuit has total spin quantum number $S=0$. It follows directly that $S\langle\psi| = 0$ for any $S \in D = \{S^0, S^{(0)}_x, S^{(0)}_y, S^{(0)}_z\}$. Here, $S^0 \equiv S^{(0)}_{\text{tot}}$, $S^{(0)}_{\text{tot}}$, with total spin operator $S^{(0)}_{\text{tot}} = \sum_{j=1}^n S^{(0)}_j$ [cf. Eq. (3)]. Therefore, $|\psi\rangle$ is in a DFS that protects against continuous coupling to (any linear combination of) the operators in $D$ (Appendix A).

4. Parameter multiplicity

In this paper, every Heisenberg gate in the ansatz gets its own parameter; we have one parameter per gate (OPG). Another possibility would be to have multiple HEIS gates per cycle share the same parameter. We call this one parameter per slice (OPS). We say the qubits sharing the same parameter are in the same slice.

A possible advantage of OPS is that, by choosing proper slices, we can ensure that the state produced by the circuit has the lattice symmetries expected to be present in the ground state. This would make the search space smaller by only restricting to states with the desired lattice symmetry.

Nevertheless, OPG has advantages over OPS. With OPS, we may overlook symmetry-broken ground states. For example, it is unknown whether the ground state of the kagome lattice has a spontaneously broken symmetry [5]. Second, even if the ground state does not break any symmetries, the depth of the OPG circuit for a given state may be lower than the depth of the OPS circuit that produces the same state. For NISQ devices, it is imperative to keep circuit depths as low as possible. Finally, the inherent noise resilience of VQEs may be compromised by choosing OPS over OPG. As an illustration, say we are given a noiseless quantum computer, a Hamiltonian, and a minimal-depth OPG circuit that produces the ground state of that Hamiltonian. Suppose that now a static but random over-rotation is added to each HEIS gate. Then it is very unlikely that the OPS circuit can still produce the correct ground state, no matter its parameters. When we lift the restriction that the gates in every slice share the same parameter, and hence go to an OPG circuit, the over-rotations can be absorbed into the parameters, and hence the ground state can still be produced without an increase in circuit depth.

C. Analysis

We assess the effectiveness of KVQE$_{G/K}$ and CVQE by running them for fixed system sizes but a varying number of cycles $p$. For every $p$, we plot the relative energy error $\mathcal{E}$ between the true ground-state energy, $E_0$, and the optimal energy found by the VQE, $E(\theta^*)$,

$$\mathcal{E} = \left| E(\theta^*) - E_0 \right| / E_0. \tag{5}$$

Additionally, we plot the infidelity $\mathcal{I}$ between the true ground state $|E_0\rangle$ and the optimal state obtained by the VQE, $|\theta^*\rangle$,

$$\mathcal{I} = 1 - \mathcal{F} = 1 - \langle E_0 | \langle \theta^* | \theta^* \rangle \rangle, \tag{6}$$

with $\mathcal{F}$ the fidelity between $|E_0\rangle$ and $|\theta^*\rangle$. Even in plots showing the fidelity, the corresponding VQE optimized the energy, not the fidelity. The infidelity is a useful figure of merit because it upper bounds the relative error in expectation value of any observable [86],

$$\left| \langle E_0 | O | \theta^* \rangle \langle \theta^* | O | \theta^* \rangle \right| / \| O \| \leq 4\sqrt{\mathcal{I}},$$

with $\| \cdot \|$ the operator norm, although this bound may be loose [87].

We obtain $E_0$ and $|E_0\rangle$, and thus $\mathcal{E}$ and $\mathcal{I}$, by exact diagonalization. For large system sizes, such as those needed
for obtaining a quantum advantage, this will no longer be possible.

D. Noise

On NISQ devices, noise will lead to errors during the preparation and measurement of the ansatz state. If the entire ansatz state preparation can be performed inside a DFS, these errors have no effect [56–59] (also see Appendix A). However, perfect DFSs only exists in idealized scenarios, and hence noise will generally degrade the performance of any VQE on a NISQ device [60].

Two common local noise models (against which an encoding into a DFS is generally impossible) are those involving depolarizing and bit-flip noise. Given an \( n \)-qubit density matrix \( \rho \), the depolarizing channel acting on qubit \( q \) is given by the map

\[
\rho \mapsto (1 - p_c)\rho + \frac{p_c}{3}(X_q\rho X_q + Y_q\rho Y_q + Z_q\rho Z_q).
\]

Another common channel is the bit-flip channel:

\[
\rho \mapsto (1 - p_c)\rho + p_cX_q\rho X_q.
\]

These channels have a stochastic interpretation. For example, the latter channel can be interpreted as the following process: with probability \( (1 - p_c) \), no error happens, and with probability \( p_c \), a bit-flip error occurs.

Under stochastic noise of the type \( \rho \mapsto \sum_i p_i A_i \rho A_i^\dagger \), with all \( A_i \) unitary, such as for the bit-flip and depolarizing channel, the ansatz circuit prepares a mixed state \( \rho(\theta) = \sum_i p_i |\psi_i(\theta)\rangle \langle \psi_i(\theta)| \), with \( p_i \) the probability of noise realization \( i \) and \( |\psi_i(\theta)\rangle \) the pure state in case of known noise realization \( i \). Given a \( \rho(\theta) \) of the aforementioned form, the energy expectation value becomes \( E(\theta) = \text{tr}[H\rho(\theta)] = \sum_i p_i E(\theta|i) \), with \( E(\theta|i) = |\langle \psi_i(\theta)\rangle| H |\psi_i(\theta)\rangle \) the energy in case of noise realization \( i \). Likewise, the fidelity at given parameters \( \theta \) can be written as \( F(\theta) = \sum_i p_i F^{(i)}(\theta) \), with \( F^{(i)}(\theta) = |\langle \psi_i(\theta)\rangle| \langle \psi_i(\theta)\rangle^\dagger \) the fidelity in case of noise realization \( i \). Because \( \sum_i p_i = 1 \), this can equivalently be phrased in terms of the infidelity: \( I(\theta) = \sum_i p_i I^{(i)}(\theta) \), with \( I^{(i)}(\theta) = 1 - F^{(i)}(\theta) \) the infidelity in case of noise realization \( i \).

For the remainder of this paper, we assume that after the preparation of the initial state, and after every layer of HEIS gates, the depolarizing channel acts separately on all qubits. We separately consider the case where instead the bit-flip gates, the depolarizing channel acts separately on all qubits. Given \( \theta^* \), the fixed optimal parameters output by the VQE, and under the approximation that the occurrence of one or more errors during the execution of the ansatz circuit yields a state that is orthogonal to the true ground state, the noisy fidelity becomes

\[
F(\theta^*) \approx (1 - p_c)^{nd} F_0(\theta^*),
\]

with \( F_0 \equiv F^{(0)} \) the fidelity in the noiseless case. Equivalently, under the same approximation, the infidelity becomes \( I(\theta^*) \approx 1 - (1 - p_c)^{nd}[1 - I_0(\theta^*)] \), with \( I \equiv I^{(0)} \).

E. Classical implementation

We emulate the quantum circuits in this paper using the homegrown, optionally GPU-accelerated, classical quantum emulator HEISENBERGVQE. Documentation, source code, and all generated data are available as Supplemental Material [19]. HEISENBERGVQE is tailored to running VQEs for the Heisenberg model on any graph. It is written in Python [88], with performance-critical code delegated to C via NumPy [89] if GPU acceleration is off, and CUDA via CuPy [90] if GPU acceleration is on.

We exploit the full access to the wave function, granted by classical emulation, for the computation of \( E(\theta) \). We assume a noiseless quantum computer and use a gradient-based optimization method. Gradients are computed using backward-mode automatic differentiation [91], as implemented in Chainer [92].

For optimization of the cost function \( E(\theta) \), we first choose initial parameters uniformly at random in the interval \([-10^{-3}, 10^{-3}] \). There is some evidence that for the HVA, points close to the origin in parameter space are good starting points for local optimization [39]. We then use the BFGS algorithm, as implemented in SciPy [93], to find a local minimum. At every step of the BFGS routine, the energy and gradient of the energy are calculated. Here, we call these two steps together one function call. The steps of random parameter generation and local optimization (one round) are repeated a variable number of times. The parameters that achieve the lowest energy out of all local minimization rounds, \( \theta^* \), are stored together with \( E(\theta^*) \). Thus, every data point in Figs. 4–6 corresponds to one local optimization, where the initial point of optimization is chosen independently and at random in the interval \([-10^{-3}, 10^{-3}] \). Starting many rounds of local optimization from unrelated starting points has the benefit of straightforward parallelization. We note that the inner local classical optimization loop may be circumvented by using a full quantum eigensolver [94], based on linear combinations of unitary operations [95,96] at the cost of increased quantum resources and reduced success probability. We do not use this method here.

HEISENBERGVQE computes exact ground states using SciPy’s wrapper of ARPACK, which implements the implicitly restarted Lanczos method [97]. Operator-vector multiplication is optionally GPU accelerated. The energy of the exact ground state and the exact ground state vector itself are used as a reference for the performance of the VQEs in this paper. Such reference will not be available for system sizes used in experiments showing a quantum advantage.

For the emulation of noisy quantum computation, we estimate \( E(\theta) \) and \( I(\theta) \) by sampling \( F^{(i)} \) and \( I^{(i)} \) according to the probability distribution \( p_i \) (Sec. II D) and computing the respective sample means. As the number of shots is increased, the sample means approach the true value of \( E(\theta) \) and \( I(\theta) \), respectively. We call one stochastic execution of the ansatz circuit one shot of that circuit. In our implementation, every shot leads to one sample of \( E(\theta) \) and \( I(\theta) \). For a finite number of shots, there is a statistical uncertainty in the sample means of \( E(\theta) \) and \( I(\theta) \), which we characterize by 95% confidence intervals (CIs). These CIs are obtained by the default
implementation of the bootstrapping method [98] in SciPy [93]. At a fixed number of shots, reducing \( p_{v} \) or the number \( m \) of spacetime locations where an error may occur eventually leads to sets of shots where very few to no errors have occurred. This effect can lead to unjustly low CIs. (If no error occurred during any shot, the CI found by bootstrapping the data has size identically zero.) We exclude this possibility by increasing the number of shots per estimation of \( E(\theta) \) and \( \mathcal{I}(\theta) \) as a function of \( p_{v} \) or \( m \) in such a way that the expected number of shots where at least one error occurred equals 1024. Because of the significantly increased cost of noisy simulation, we only consider previously obtained, noiseless, locally optimal parameters for noisy simulation.

The Supplemental Material [19] also includes data and plots for systems and ansätze not reported in this paper, including simulations of the HAFM on the triangular lattice, other system sizes of the kagome lattice, simulations that use OLS (see Sec. II B), KVQE\(_{G} \) simulating periodic patches, KVQE\(_{K} \) simulating open patches, and runs where we use the infidelity as the cost function. Using the infidelity as a cost function is impractical on quantum computers (or even impossible if the ground state is not known) but may be used by classical computers to obtain further data on the expressibility of an ansatz. For all systems, data were stored in a human-readable format, and include the number of calls to the cost function by the BFGS routine, the wall-clock time of the classical emulation, the initial parameters, the parameters, and infidelity of the local minima, as well as the noise type, error rate, and CIs in the case of noisy simulation.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Noisless results

1. Kagome

The explicit initial state and circuit used by KVQE\(_{K} \) for the simulation of the HAFM on a 20-site patch of the kagome lattice is depicted in Fig. 2. For this patch, KVQE\(_{K} \) uses 20 data qubits to represent the 20 sites of the patch, and an additional four qubits as swapping stations, used to realize kagome connectivity on grid architectures. The restriction of grid connectivity increases the circuit depth per cycle (assuming HEIS gates are native) from 4 to 6, and (in the thermodynamic limit) introduces one auxiliary qubit per three qubits. Because every gate gets its own parameter, the total number of parameters is \( M = 30p \).

Noisess results are displayed in Fig. 4. The relative energy error \( \mathcal{E} \) decreases roughly exponentially in the range of all considered \( p \). The number of function calls scales polynomially with \( p \) (data available as Supplemental Material [19]). KVQE\(_{G} \) finds an energy lower than the energy of the first excited state for \( p \geq 5 \). There is no clear critical \( p \) after which \( \mathcal{E} \) and/or \( \mathcal{I} \) improve drastically. Nevertheless, \( \mathcal{I} \) transitions to an improved exponential decay rate somewhere between \( p = 3 \) and \( p = 5 \), reaching a fidelity of \( >99.9\% \) at \( p \geq 16 \). Under the hardware assumptions of Sec. IB, \( p = 16 \) amounts to 20/2 \( \times \) 3 = 30 gates for the generation of the singlets, 30 \( \times \) 16 = 480 HEIS gates, and 16 \( \times \) 16 = 256 SWAP gates, giving a total of 766 gates and 480 parameters. The total depth equals \( 3 + 6 \times 16 = 99 \). To obtain the 10 local minima at \( p = 16 \), a total of 82 466 function calls were made.

The explicit initial state and circuit used by KVQE\(_{K} \) for the simulation of an 18-site periodic patch are depicted in Fig. 1. For this patch, we assume a quantum computer with 18 qubits and all-to-all connectivity. Noisless results are displayed in Fig. 5. Again, \( \mathcal{E} \) decreases roughly exponentially in the range of all considered \( p \), whereas the number of function calls scales polynomially with \( p \) [19]. KVQE\(_{K} \) finds an energy lower than the energy of the first excited state for \( p \geq 13 \). After that same \( p \), the performance of \( \mathcal{I} \) improves significantly.

We note that for \( p \) such that the ansatz is not expressive enough to attain energies below the first excited state (in the present case, this is for \( p < 13 \)), there need not be a relation between the energy of an ansatz state and its overlap with the ground state; in this regime, the ansatz may, for example, prepare states with large overlap with the first excited state and zero overlap with the ground state. It is only for \( p \) such that the ansatz can reach energies below the first excited state that a decrease in energy must be met with a decrease in infidelity. Data obtained using the infidelity as the cost function do show uniform exponential decay of \( \mathcal{I}(p) \) [19].

In the absence of noise, KVQE\(_{K} \) (using the energy as the cost function) reaches a fidelity of \( >99.9\% \) at \( p \geq 37 \). Under the hardware assumptions of Sec. IB, \( p = 37 \) amounts to 18/2 \( \times \) 3 = 27 gates for the generation of the singlets and 36 \( \times \) 37 = 1332 HEIS gates, giving a total of 1359 gates and 1332 parameters. The total depth equals \( 3 + 4 \times 37 = 151 \). To obtain the 10 local minima at \( p = 37 \), a total of 191 582 function calls were made.

One striking feature of these results is that the rate of exponential decay of the optimal energy and infidelity as a function of the number of cycles \( p \) is significantly smaller (in absolute value) than those same rates obtained by KVQE\(_{G} \). This difference in performance is not because of the difference in the structure of the ansatz but because of the difference in the systems being simulated; the performance of KVQE\(_{G} \) in simulating the periodic patch of Fig. 1 (in this case, the ansatz for KVQE\(_{G} \) is obtained by extending the ansatz of Fig. 2 in such a way that its effective HEIS gates cover the periodic patch of Fig. 1) does not differ significantly from the performance of KVQE\(_{K} \) on that same patch [19]. Vice versa, the performance of KVQE\(_{K} \) (in this case, the ansatz for KVQE\(_{K} \) is obtained by extending the ansatz of Fig. 1 in such a way that its effective HEIS gates cover the open patch of Fig. 2) in simulating the 20-site open patch of Fig. 2 (top left) does not differ significantly from the performance of KVQE\(_{G} \) on that same patch [19].

At first, the 18-site periodic patch of Fig. 1 might seem to be easier to simulate than the 20-site open patch of Fig. 2 (top left) because of the difference in the number of sites. However, the graph defining the periodic patch has 36 edges, as opposed to 30 edges for the open patch. Therefore, the optimization problem corresponding to the periodic patch has more constraints, and can therefore naturally be more challenging. Additionally, boundary effects, which are absent in the periodic patch, may lead to a ground state that is easier to prepare. We leave an investigation of the latter issue for further work.
FIG. 7. Top: The number of cycles $\bar{p}$ required to prepare the approximate ground state using CVQE as a function of the number of sites $n$, for various target infidelities $\mathcal{I}$. Results were obtained as in Fig. 6, using the energy as the cost function during classical optimization of the variational parameters. Bottom: The number of function calls needed to reach a single local optimum, averaged over all 32 local optima that were reached per tuple $(n, p)$. For some $n$, data were not obtained for all $p = 0, 1, \ldots, 11$, either because a negligible infidelity was reached ($n \leq 14$) or because of increasing computational cost ($n = 22$). A quadratic fit to the data for $n = 20$ (black, dashed) is added as a guide to the eye. We consider one function call as one computation of the energy $E(\theta)$ and one computation of the gradient $\nabla E(\theta)$ (Sec. II E).

2. Chain

The explicit initial state and circuit used by CVQE for the simulation of a 20-site periodic chain are depicted in Fig. 3. Any quantum processing unit with grid, kagome, or all-to-all connectivity naturally embeds subsets of qubits with (at least) the connectivity of a periodic chain. Because every gate gets its own parameter, the total number of parameters is $M = 20p$.

Noiseless results are displayed in Fig. 6. Both the relative energy error $\mathcal{E}$ and the infidelity $\mathcal{I}$ (Sec. II C) initially decrease exponentially as a function of $p$, reaching an energy that is below the first excited state for $p \geq 2$. Both functions show a sudden improvement after $p_{\text{crit}} = 5$. From $p_{\text{crit}}$ to $p_{\text{crit}} + 1$, $\mathcal{E}$ drops by an order of magnitude and $\mathcal{I}$ drops by two orders of magnitude. For $p > 5$, both functions again decrease roughly exponentially with a rate that is greater in magnitude than before. At the same time, the number of function calls (as defined in Sec. II E), grows polynomially with $p$ (Fig. 7, bottom). A fidelity of $>99.9\%$ is reached for $p \geq 8$. Assuming HEIS gates are native and that singlets can be created with a circuit of depth 3 (Sec. IV), $p = 8$ amounts to a circuit with $20/2 \times 3 = 30$ gates for the preparation of singlets and $20 \times 8 = 160$ HEIS gates, giving a total of 190 gates and 160 parameters. The depth of the circuit is $3 + 8 \times 2 = 19$. The optimization routine for finding the 32 local minima at $p = 8$ used 104,890 function calls. A fidelity of $>99.99\%$ is reached at $p = 11$ cycles, using a total of 197,685 function calls.

A plausible explanation of the sudden improvement of CVQE beyond $p_{\text{crit}} = 5$ is in terms of the past light cone. The past light cone of a qubit $q$ after a circuit $C$ consists of all qubits $q'$ for which there exists a past-directed path through $C$ that connects $q$ to $q'$. It is only when $q'$ is in the past light cone of $q$ that $C$ can build up entanglement between $q$ and $q'$. Also see Fig. 3. The ground state of the HAFM on the chain is known to possess long-range entanglement [99]. The sudden improvement of performance is a clear sign of a ground state with long-range entanglement. At $p_{\text{crit}}$, there is no qubit whose past light cone at the end of $C$ covers the entire chain. After $p_{\text{crit}}$, the past light cone of every qubit at the end of $C$ covers the entire chain.

For KVQE, not all qubits’ past light cones cover the entire system for the first time at an identical number of cycles [100]. For KVQE$_K$, the past light cone of every qubit covers the entire patch for the first time at $p = 3$. However, unlike CVQE, the states that can be reached by KVQE$_K$ at this depth are still very far from the true ground state, and no sudden improvement of performance is observed.

3. System-size scaling

The noiseless simulations carried out in this paper display an exponential decay of the infidelity [Eq. (6)] as a function of the number of cycles $p$. However, for the scalability of VQEs, it is essential that this rate of decay does not decrease too strongly (e.g., exponentially) with the system size. Alternatively, we may study the number of cycles $\bar{p}$ that is required to reach a given target infidelity $\mathcal{I}$. For KVQE$_G$, obtaining a meaningful estimate for $\bar{p}$ is likely infeasible with classical emulation. This is because there are too few classically tractable and structurally similar patches for a systematic system-size scaling.

For CVQE, however, rings of size $n = 2, 6, \ldots, 22$ give us sufficient classically tractable and structurally similar patches. Results showing $\bar{p}$, together with the average number of function calls per local optimum, are displayed in Fig. 7.

The data in Fig. 7 indicate that $\bar{p}$ is upper bounded by a polynomial of low degree. Additionally, the data indicate that the number of function calls to the energy landscape is upper bounded by a function quadratic in $p$. Therefore, the total run time, excluding any sampling overhead, appears to scale as a polynomial of a polynomial, itself a polynomial.

B. Noisy results

Using the method outlined in Sec. II E, we compute the energy and infidelity obtained under the bit-flip and depolarizing noise models (Sec. II D) at all locally optimal noiseless parameters of Figs. 4–6 (corresponding to all translucent plot points in these plots), for $p_e \in \{10^{-2}, 10^{-3}, 10^{-4}, 10^{-5}\}$. Results for the depolarizing channel, showing the noisy values of the optimal noiseless data points, are displayed in Figs. 8–10.

We observed no significant difference between the effect of the depolarizing and the bit-flip channel. Therefore, only the results regarding the former are shown. The similarity of effect can be understood as follows. The effect of the depolarizing channel on a state on the Bloch sphere is isotropic, while that of the bit-flip channel is not [101]. For example, eigenstates of the Pauli-$X$ operator are affected by the depolarizing
FIG. 8. Left: As Fig. 4, now including the effects of depolarizing noise with error probability $p_e$ (legend shown in the right plot). At all $p_e$, data were obtained by computing the energy at $\theta^*(p)$, the noiseless optimal variational parameters as returned by the VQE. The blue line shows the noiseless energy $E(\theta^*)$ and is identical to the blue line in Fig. 4. Error bars marking the 95% confidence intervals are smaller than any of the plot points and are therefore omitted. Right: As the left plot, but now showing the infidelity between the true ground state and the states corresponding to the plot points of the left plot. Additionally, the analytical estimate for the infidelity [Eq. (9)], which is based on the noiseless infidelity $I(\theta^*)$, is shown in black.

channel but are invariant under the bit-flip channel. Nevertheless, given that the input states of the channels have no preferred direction, the detrimental effect of the depolarizing and bit-flip channels are equal on average. (Technically, the twirl of a bit-flip channel with noise parameter $p_e$ over SU(2) yields the depolarizing channel with the same noise parameter, which can be verified straightforwardly using the results of Ref. [102].) Therefore, if the states occurring during the ansatz state preparation or our VQEs are sufficiently isotropic, one expects roughly equal effects of the depolarizing and bit-flip channels.

The locally optimal angles that did not attain the lowest energy in the absence of noise may do so in the presence of noise. We found this effect to make no qualitative difference. More generally, Refs. [103,104] showed that VQEs can possess noise adaptivity; when a noisy ansatz circuit is run, the optimal parameters obtained in the presence of that noise (the noise-aware variational parameters) may attain a lower energy than the optimal parameters obtained in the absence of that noise (the noise-unaware parameters). We have only optimized the energy landscape in the absence of noise, but a constrained form of noise adaptivity my still arise due to the freedom to choose the best noiseless locally optimal parameters in the noisy case. We indeed observed (with numerical significance, as set by a clear separation of the respective CIs) that the locally optimal angles that did not attain the lowest energy in the absence of noise do incidentally obtain the lowest energy in the presence of noise. However, the effect is insignificant on the scale of the fluctuations of the lines in Figs. 8–10. The latter variations arise because, per $p$, the VQEs did not always find the global minimum in the noiseless case. In that case, by chance, a lower minimum may be found at $p$ compared to $p + 1$, even though the globally minimum energy at $p + 1$ is upper bounded by the minimum energy at $p$. Because the overall trend of the energy as a function of $p$ is downward, this must lead to fluctuations in the energy as a function of $p$.

The noisy data for KVQE$_G$ (periodic KVQE$_k$) on 20 sites (18 sites) suggest that, already for systems too small to obtain a quantum advantage, error rates between $10^{-4}$ and $10^{-5}$ are necessary to achieve an energy that is lower than the first excited state. This makes it highly unlikely that these energies will be obtained on NISQ hardware without error mitigation. Furthermore, the data show no observable discrepancy between the infidelity obtained by numerical simulation and the estimate of Eq. (9). Under the reasonable assumption that a similar agreement continues to hold for larger systems, we may use Eq. (9) to obtain estimates for the required error rates for systems too large for classical emulation. Thus, even if a VQE is able to prepare a ground state perfectly, $I \approx 1 - (1 - p_e)^{nd}$ for depolarizing and bit-flip noise models. Inverting this relation, we have

$$p_e \approx \frac{I}{nd}$$

for $p_e \ll 1$. If an infidelity of $10^{-3}$ is demanded for a system of a hundred qubits (as in Refs. [72,105]), and assuming the ground state can be prepared perfectly with a depth of $d = n = 100$, already an error rate of $p_e \approx 10^{-7}$ is required. This is an error rate several orders of magnitude lower than what can currently be achieved and also several orders of magnitude below known error thresholds for fault-tolerant quantum computation [64,65].

FIG. 9. As Fig. 5, now including the effects of depolarizing noise with error probability $p_e$. Definitions for the noisy data are as in Fig. 8.

FIG. 10. As Fig. 6, now including the effects of depolarizing noise with error probability $p_e$. Definitions for the noisy data are as in Fig. 8.
The data for the performance of CVQE on 20 sites under noise (Fig. 10) indicate that an energy below the first excited state may be reached on quantum computers with linear connectivity and error rates between $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-4}$. Current rates fall between $10^{-2}$ and $10^{-3}$ [106,107] [108]. Thus, if technological improvements are able to bring down the error rates by one order of magnitude, proof-of-principle implementations of CVQE with on the order of 20 qubits can already be carried out. Feasibility is further improved by error mitigation.

IV. QUANTUM HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The HEIS gate is directly native to quantum dot architectures. This also allows native implementation of the SWAP gate on these devices since $\text{SWAP} = i \text{HEIS}(\pi)$. Assuming also $X$ and $\sqrt{Z}$ gates are native, singlets can be created with a circuit of depth three (see Fig. 11). Thus, on these devices, essentially no compilation is needed for KVQE$_{G/K}$ and CVQE.

Similarly, on Google Quantum AI’s superconducting hardware, compilation of CVQE$_{G/K}$ and CVQE’s gates induces no overhead in the number of two-qubit gates. This is because Google’s native parameterized two-qubit gate, the fermionic simulation or fSim gate [36], is related to the HEIS gate by

$$\text{HEIS}(\alpha) = RZ_0(\alpha/2) RZ_1(\alpha/2) \text{fSim}(\alpha/2, \alpha).$$

Here, $RZ_0(\theta) = RZ(\theta) \otimes 1$ and $RZ_1(\theta) = 1 \otimes RZ(\theta)$, with $RZ(\theta) = e^{-\theta Z/2}$, and $Z$ the Pauli-Z operator. See Appendix B for details on the resolution of a technical subtlety regarding Eq. (10). The SWAP gate is related to the fSim gate by

$$\text{SWAP} = \sqrt{Z_0} \sqrt{Z_1} \text{fSim}(\pi/2, \pi).$$

Hence, a SWAP gate can be implemented by using one layer of RZ rotations and a single fSim gate. As for the quantum dot architectures, singlets can be created with a circuit of depth three (Fig. 11).

By adding the angles of subsequent RZ rotations, $\ell$ layers of HEIS and/or SWAP gates can be implemented by at most $\ell + 1$ layers of single-qubit RZ rotations and $\ell$ layers of fSim gates. Depending on the specific circuit, further reductions may be possible by using that $RZ_0(\theta) RZ_1(\beta)$ commutes with $\text{fSim}(\theta, \phi)$ and addition of RZ rotation angles. For an example, see Fig. 12.

Current hardware does not yet simultaneously have grid connectivity (for more than four qubits) and the ability to essentially natively implement the exchange interaction for all parameter values. Quantum dot architectures can natively implement the exchange interaction, but are not yet available with grid connectivity. However, this connectivity may become available in the future, as detailed proposals already exist [32,33,35,109]. Google AI Quantum can implement the exchange interaction essentially natively for all parameter values and can demonstrate grid connectivity [16], but is not yet able to combine these two features in a single processor. This has, however, been expressed as a future goal. (See Sec. C of the Supplemental Material of Ref. [16].) They are already able to implement any two-qubit gate (so including the HEIS gate for all parameter values) using three native two-qubit gates [110]. Current hardware is already capable of efficiently performing CVQE for small problem sizes of open [36] or closed chains [35]. In such experiments, the observation of a critical circuit depth could form an early goal and would indicate the ability to generate and find ground states with systemwide entanglement.

V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we have introduced and studied VQEs for the HAFM on the kagome lattice (KVQE$_{G/K}$) as exceptionally hardware-native algorithms with the potential of showing a useful quantum advantage on NISQ devices. In the noiseless case, the energies found by these VQEs decay exponentially with circuit depth and the VQEs appear to be scalable, as indicated by the system-size scaling carried out for CVQE. Furthermore, we showed that our VQEs naturally perform their quantum computations in a DFS that protects against collective longitudinal and transversal noise. However, other common noise types put extraordinary demands on the allowed error rates if an energy is to be reached that is below the first excited state or if the ground state is to be prepared with high fidelity. The following factors alleviate these demands.

1. Performance target. The requirement of reaching an energy below the first excited state, or an infidelity of $10^{-3}$, may be needlessly demanding. First, arguably a useful quantum advantage can be claimed once a VQE for a system of on the order of a hundred sites finds variational energies lower than those that can be found by state-of-the-art classical variational techniques [2,111,112]. Second, there are indications that performance targets on physically relevant observables other than the energy, such as spin-spin or dimer-dimer correlation functions, may be much more benign to VQEs [87]. Finally, with minimal adjustments to the classical optimization routine, the VQEs in this paper can be turned into variational quantum thermalizer algorithms [113,114]. In this setting, a natural performance target for a useful quantum advantage would be to prepare a thermal state with a target temperature inaccessible to classical numerical methods. For systems with on the order of a hundred qubits, the typical
energy associated with such a target temperature may be well above that of the first excited state.

(2) **Noise robustness.** We have computed the energy and infidelity of the output state of a noisy quantum computation at the previously found noiseless locally optimal parameters. This leaves little room for noise robustness. If parameters are optimized in the presence of noise, as on real quantum devices, lower energies may be found due to the noise adaptivity of the parameters [103,104,115].

(3) **Error mitigation.** By combining multiple runs of multiple quantum circuits with classical pre- and post-processing, the error in estimates of expectation values of observables [such as the error in \( E(\theta) \)] can be reduced [66–70], and can in principle even be made arbitrarily small [71], even in the absence of quantum error correction. Such error-mitigation techniques typically lead to a sampling overhead that increases exponentially with the number of qubits, circuit depth, and error rate. However, the base of the exponent may be brought close to unity and sampling is highly (quantum) parallelizable [72]. Various error-mitigation techniques that exist specifically for VQEs may be used in conjunction [73,74].

Whether a combination of these factors allows for a useful quantum advantage on pre-error-corrected devices can likely only be answered by the quantum computing community as a whole. Technologically, there is a need for the further reduction of physical error rates. Furthermore, for the implementation of error mitigation and additional techniques such as circuit knitting [116–118], the tight and highly parallelized integration of quantum and classical resources, also known as quantum-centric supercomputing [72], is required. Additionally, further theoretical advances in the performance characterization and performance targets of classical quantum algorithms is needed to be able to claim a useful quantum advantage on near-term quantum devices.

In Refs. [6–10], the proposed ground state of the kagome HAFM is a 36-site VBC. We propose to use this VBC as the initial VQE state on quantum computers with at least that same number of data qubits (Fig. 13). For large patches, this has the potential to answer whether this VBC is the ground state with very low circuit depths.

**Note added.** Recently, an independent but similar work appeared by Bosse and Montanaro [87]. At a high level, Bosse and Montanaro’s work shares the same motivation, methods, and results as the current paper. Differences include the exact mapping from the kagome lattice to a grid, the numerical implementation, and the simulated patches of the kagome lattice. In addition, Bosse and Montanaro report data on the extraction of observables and an investigation of the barren-plateau problem [38], where we include an ansatz for quantum computers with kagome connectivity and focus on the experimental realization by offering explicit compilation into native gates and a study of the effects of noise.
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**APPENDIX A: SYMMETRY, THE SPIN GAP, AND DECOHERENCE-FREE SUBSPACES**

In this Appendix, we give some background on symmetry and the total spin operators, and add detail to the discussion in Sec. II B 3.

The total spin operator is defined by \( \mathbf{S}^2 = \mathbf{S}^{(tot)} \cdot \mathbf{S}^{(tot)} \), with \( \mathbf{S}^{(tot)} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \mathbf{S}^{(i)} \) [cf. Eq. (3)], and is related to the total spin quantum number \( S \) by \( \mathbf{S}^2 |\psi\rangle = S(S + 1)|\psi\rangle \) for eigenstates \( |\psi\rangle \) of \( \mathbf{S}^2 \). The total magnetization operator in the \( i \) direction is defined as \( \mathbf{S}^{(i)} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \mathbf{S}^{(j)} \) and is related to the magnetization quantum number \( S_z \) by \( \mathbf{S}^{(i)} |\psi\rangle = S_z |\psi\rangle \) for eigenstates \( |\psi\rangle \) of \( \mathbf{S}^{(i)} \). The operators \( \mathbf{S}^{(i)} \) and \( \mathbf{S}^{(tot)} \) commute and are hence simultaneously diagonalizable. Acting with the ladder operator \( \mathbf{S}^{(i)}_+ = \mathbf{S}^{(i)} - i \mathbf{S}^{(i)}_z \) on a state with quantum number \( S_z \), raises (lowers) the \( S_z \), quantum number of that state with unity, given that the new value of \( S_z \) lies between (or is equal to) \( -S \) and \( S \). It annihilates that state otherwise. The Hamiltonian \( H \), the ansatz circuits \( C \), and initial states \( |\psi\rangle_{init} \)/\( |\psi\rangle_{init} \) in this paper commute with \( \mathbf{S}^{(i)}_+ \), \( \mathbf{S}^{(i)}_z \), and \( \mathbf{S}^{(tot)}_+ \) (and hence with \( \mathbf{S}^2 \) and \( \mathbf{S}^z \)), and therefore \( H, C, \) and \( |\psi\rangle_{init} \)/\( |\psi\rangle_{init} \) possess a SU(2) symmetry. This means, among other things, that the ansatz circuits \( C \) conserve the quantum numbers \( S \) and \( S_z \). See, e.g., Ref. [119] for more background on total spin operators and symmetry.

For the HAFM on the chain, there is formal proof that the ground state lies within the \( S = 0 \) sector, for example, via the Bethe ansatz [23] or through the more general result by Lieb and Mattis [120]. For the (tripartite) kagome lattice, such formal proof is unknown. There is, however, substantial evidence that \( S = S_z = 0 \) for the ground state of the HAFM on patches of the kagome lattice [2,5,20,80–82].

We now prove the invariance of the variational energy \( E(\theta) \) under the choice of two-qubit triplet state. The two-qubit
triplet states are
\[ |t_1\rangle = |00\rangle, \quad |t_0\rangle = S_z^{(1,2)}|t_1\rangle/\sqrt{2} = (|01\rangle + |10\rangle)/\sqrt{2}, \]
\[ |t_{-1}\rangle = S_z^{(1)}S_z^{(2)}|t_1\rangle/2 = |11\rangle, \]
with \( S_z^{(1,2)} \) the lowering (raising) operator on two qubits. Without loss of generality, change the first singlet of the dimer covering \(|\Psi_{\text{init}}\rangle\) into any of the triplet states, and denote the remainder of the initial state, which is \((S = 0, S_z = 0)\) dimer covering on \(n - 2\) qubits, by \(|\dim\rangle\). Thus, we obtain the initial state \( S^{(2-n/2)}[S_z^{(1,2)}]^m|t_1\rangle|\dim\rangle \) with \( m \in \{0, 1, 2\} \) specifying the specific triplet state. Note \( S_z^{(1,2)}|S_\pm\rangle = S_\pm |\dim\rangle \). Then,
\[ E(\theta) = 2^{-m}(t_1|S_z^{(1,2)}|^m(\dim|C^\dagger H[C(S_z^{(1,2)})]_m|t_1\rangle|\dim\rangle \]
\[ = 2^{-m}(t_1|\dim|S_\pm|C^\dagger H[S_\pm]_m|t_1\rangle|\dim\rangle \]
\[ = |t_1\rangle|\dim|C^\dagger H|t_1\rangle|\dim\rangle, \]
which does not depend on \( m \in \{0, 1, 2\} \).

Under the influence of noise, the ansatz circuit \( C(\theta) \) will generally not produce a pure state \(|\theta\rangle\), but rather a mixed state \( \rho_\theta \). If the noise breaks the SU(2) symmetry of \( C(\theta) \), KVQE_{G/K} and CVQE (running with \( S = 1 \) initial states) may abuse this noise to put amplitude on \( S = 0 \) states, thus obtaining unjustly low variational energies. This may be dealt with by symmetry verification [73]. Alternatively, a penalty term \( A_\rho(S^2 - 1)^2, \) with \( A_\rho > 0, \) may be added to \( H \) [11, 84, 85]. In the Pauli basis, this penalty term has \( O(n^4) \) terms, and may hence be costly to compute in every iteration of KVQE or CVQE.

We now give a concise introduction to DFSs [56–59] and a previous work on DFSs in the context of VQEs. To introduce DFSs [121], consider a general system-bath interaction \( \tilde{H} = H_S + H_B + H_{SB} \), where \( H_{SB} \) acts nontrivially on the system (bath) only. Without loss of generally, \( H_{SB} = \sum_\alpha S_\alpha B_\alpha \), where \( S_\alpha(B_\alpha) \) acts nontrivially on the system (bath) only. A DFS is a system subspace containing those states \(|\psi\rangle_S \) for which
\[ S_\alpha|\psi\rangle_S = \lambda_\alpha|\psi\rangle_S \quad (A1) \]
for all \( \alpha \), and with \( \lambda_\alpha \) independent of \(|\psi\rangle_S \). States in a DFS are not affected by the system-bath coupling at all; for an initial product state \(|\Psi\rangle = |\psi\rangle_S|\psi\rangle_B \), it follows \( \text{tr}_B(e^{-iH_t}|\psi\rangle_S|\psi\rangle_B e^{iH_t}|\psi\rangle_S|\psi\rangle_B) = e^{-iH_t}|\psi\rangle_S|\psi\rangle_B e^{iH_t} \). If, furthermore, \( H_5 \) does not take \(|\psi\rangle_S \) outside the DFS, states in a DFS remain in the DFS and evolve unitarily despite the nontrivial system-bath coupling. This is generalized straightforwardly to cases where \( H \) is time dependent (with known time dependence of \( H_5 \)).

In Ref. [63], a programmable analog quantum simulator is used to simulate the lattice Schwinger model, where the states occurring during their ansatz state preparation remain an approximate eigenstate of \( S^{(\text{tot})} \) and a charge conjugation and spatial reflection (CP) operation after modifications to their variational ansatz.

**APPENDIX B: THE fSim GATE**

The native, parametrized two-body gate of Google AI Quantum, called the fermionic simulation gate, reads
\[ fSim(\theta, \phi) = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \cos(\theta) & -i \sin(\theta) & 0 \\ 0 & -i \sin(\theta) & \cos(\theta) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & e^{-i\phi} \end{pmatrix} \]
and has been demonstrated experimentally for all \( \theta \in [0, \pi/2] \) and \( \phi \in [-\pi, \pi] \) [36]. Equation (10) shows how the HEIS gate is implemented using the fSim gate. This relation shows that during the unconstrained optimization of the KVQE_{G/K} or CVQE variational parameters, fSim gates may occur with a parameter \( \theta \) that falls outside the range for which implementation has been demonstrated. Nevertheless, fSim(\theta, \phi) gates for general \( \theta \in [-\pi, \pi] \) can be implemented by a single fSim gate after remapping \( \theta \) and inserting appropriate single-qubit \( Z \) gates, as is shown by the identity
\[ fSim(\theta, \phi) = \begin{pmatrix} Z_0Z_1 fSim(\theta - \pi, \phi) & \cdots & Z_0 fSim(-\theta, \phi) \\ Z_0 fSim(-\theta, \phi) & \cdots & Z_0 fSim(\theta - \pi, \phi) \\ fSim(\theta, \phi) & \cdots & fSim(\theta + \pi, \phi) \\ 0 & \cdots & Z_1 fSim(-\theta - \pi, \phi) \end{pmatrix} \]
with \( Z_0 = Z \otimes 1 \) and \( Z_1 = 1 \otimes Z \).


[19] See Supplemental Material at http://link.aps.org/supplemental/10.1103/PhysRevB.106.214429 for all data reported in this paper, the code that generated it, and additional data.


[31] Z. Jiang, A. Kaley, W. Mruczkiewicz, and H. Neven, Optimal fermion-to-qubit mapping via ternary trees with applications to reduced quantum states learning, Quantum 4, 276 (2020).
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[55] For the sake of comparison of the gate count, we assume the same native gates as before. To the best of our knowledge, quantum computers that support both the essentially native implementation of the exchange interaction and kagome connectivity do not exist yet, so on current devices with all-to-all connectivity there will be some transilation overhead.


[100] Let us focus on KVQE, and lay out a coordinate system over the 24 qubits used in Fig. 2 (top right). We put the origin (0,0) at the bottom left qubit, the qubit directly above at (0,1), and the qubit directly to the right of the origin at (1,0). At p = 2, there is no qubit whose past light cone in C covers the entire system. At p = 3, there are qubits, such as the bottom right (4,0), bottom left (0,0), top left (0,4) and middle (2,2) qubits, whose past light cone in C covers the entire system. There are, however, still some qubits for which this is not the case, such as the qubits at (3,4), (4,3) and the top middle (2,0). At p = 4, the past light cone of the latter qubits covers the entire system, except for the qubit at (3,4). It is only after p = 5 cycles that its past light cone covers the entire system.


[108] The gate infidelities typically reported in the literature do not correspond directly to the error rates as defined in Eqs. (7) and (8), but for the purpose of the order-of-magnitude estimates here these discrepancies are insignificant.


